RM Seminars
Agenda

Autumn 2019

09:30 – 10:00

Registration & Breakfast

10:00 – 10:45

Welcome and Keynote Session, James Browning

10:45 – 11:45

Technical Stream 1

Technical Stream 2

Using GAM to get
more from G Suite

Office 365 the Power
Platform - from IT Pro
to Cloud Pro

G Suite is often seen as simple and
un-configurable with admins finding it
difficult to make the configuration changes
they’re used to on a network. Utilising GAM
will change that, in this session (written by
Ben Marks, Network Manager at Ashlyns
School) shows how you can use scripting
tools to make the tenancy work for you.

Coffee Break

11:45 – 12:15

12:15 – 13:15

Change and the
Individual

Delivering CloudReady Connectivity

Making change in an organisation starts and
ends with the individual. This session will
look at methods you can employ to make
change within your school.

With ever more services delivered from
the cloud, your connection to it has
become critical. How do you ensure your
broadband delivers?

Lunch

13:15 – 14:15

Security in the Cloud
14:15 – 15:15

15:15 – 15:30

We will take a look at what Microsoft refer
to as the “Power Platform” and how the IT
role might be changing from fixer to a “no
code” developer of platforms. A deep dive
into Microsoft Flow, Power Apps, Bots and
Azure cognitive services - demonstrating
real examples of how they can be used in
education.

You have the potential to make your data
and your users safer when using cloud
technology but with so many options and
licences it can all be a bit confusing. We will
look at each of the options, evaluate their
effectiveness in an education setting and
separate the must haves from the nice to
haves.

Navigating a Hybrid
Environment
How to work in a hybrid environment
well and RM Education’s do’s and don’ts,
looking at tech that helps support this
position while you move to the cloud.

Feedback, Prize Draws and Departure

